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Tension!

Introduce you characters!

Chapter 1: A 16 year old Liam and his 13 year sister Lilli return from the park to find
their mother, Jill has apparently committed suicide. Their house is ransacked and all
the pictures of their family are missing. Jill leaves Liam a note. “Go. Protect her. – Love
always, your mother.” Liam knows that Lilli knew and is, at first, angry with her for not
telling him, so that he could have tried to save their mother. “If I hadn’t done it, she
told me you would die. She said I had to be strong enough to save you.”, Lilli explains.
Liam and Lilli flee their home.
Chapter 2: Miguel and Jason are traveling from the botched kidnapping of Lilli Knight to
another kidnapping, they discuss what went wrong. When they get to their
destination, they kidnap a 16 year old girl, Emma, to serve the Guild as a seer.
Describes the process of gathering seers, including the murder of her family as part of
This scene establishes the precision and methodical evil of the Guild.
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Chapter 3: Liam and Lilli are on the run. Together they try to figure out understand
why their mother hid so much about herself and their father from them. Lilli begins to
understand that she is a seer and that their mother killed herself to prevent the Guild
from taking her and killing Liam. They discover that Jill left several video messages for
Liam on his phone. Backstory is given on Liam Sr. He was a scientist with the first group
that discovered the genetic marker for the seer talent. He was hopeful that he could
protest against the Guild’s plans, but was killed for his refusal to cooperate. Jill fled
with the children. She could tell from a very young age that Lilli was different and
knew that the Guild would eventually seek her out. She tells them to go to Iowa to a
man named Eli Tanner and assures them that he knows that they are coming and will
protect them.
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Chapter 4: Introduction of Alessandra. On their way back to Chicago with Emma, Jason
and Miguel pick up another seer, Alessandra, who is being transported to the Chicago
facility in hopes of making her a more productive and stable seer. Alessandra tries to
comfort Jenna on the trip as she has a strange empathy for the girl. Usually, because of
the drugs she is given, she usually only ever feels emotion when she is having a vision.
She wonders if this is what happened to her. More description of the “purification”
process she experienced. As they arrive, Marcus looks out the window in anticipation
for the one he knows will set his escape in motion.
Chapter 5: Intro of Andreas and Crane and Marcus. Crane and Andreas argue over why
Crane has requested Alessandra to their headquarters. Andreas knows he has an
unhealthy infatuation with Alessandra that could cause problems for them since Crane
has a tendency to go overboard with his fetishes and kill his mistresses (which is what
happened last month). Crane is undeterred by Andreas’ disapproval. His plan is to
have Marcus, a powerful seer, use his influence to stabilize Alessandra. Because of
Marcus’ strengths, he believes Marcus can counteract her emotional instability.
Though they have never met, when Alessandra is finally brought in to meet Marcus,
they recognize each other instantly.
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